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Executive Summary
Together, the United States, Europe, and Russia can help to diversify the global energy supply by
creating a Global Strategic Petroleum Reserve (GSPR) filled largely with oil from Russia and other
states in the Caspian Basin. Such a move would mitigate U.S. and European dependence on Middle
East oil and help to stabilize world oil prices. Other important beneficiaries of a GSPR would be the
Asia-Pacific economies outside the OECD that currently lack strategic reserves. A GSPR offering
access to China and other Asian economies would help anchor these states in an important, positivesum arrangement that highlights shared energy security interests with Russia and the West. If managed
responsibly, creating the GSPR will not antagonize OPEC countries, which themselves benefit from
stable energy markets. Moreover, developing the GSPR will encourage the reform and modernization
of Russian and other transition countries’ energy economies and give real substance to collaboration on
energy issues between Russia, the EU, and the U.S. If coupled with close collaboration on Caspian
energy development, the creation of a GSPR would make U.S. and EU energy ties with Russia and its
neighbors sources of substantial, long-term strength.

Key Recommendations
•

Create a Global Strategic Petroleum Reserve. Based largely on Russian and Caspian oil
input, leverage the market-friendly policies and expertise of the International Energy Agency
(IEA) to help create a global reserve for petroleum. Work through the G-8 to initially finance
the reserve, but make it self-financing by selling drawing rights to consuming countries. Use
this project to encourage economic reforms and improvements in corporate governance.

•

Build an Asia-Pacific Emergency Response System. The United States, Europe, and
Russia should work together to help create a system to facilitate systematic planning and
cooperation among Asia-Pacific governments in case of a disruption in the oil supply. This
system would mitigate vicious competition over scarce resources and consider demand-side
measures these countries could take to respond to crisis.

•

Take action before 2003. G-8 leaders should commission the IEA to create a framework for
a GSPR and make recommendations for resource allocation and implementation. The U.S. and
Russia should work to endorse a GSPR during their October 2002 bilateral meetings on energy
security in Houston. APEC leaders should endorse the GSPR and Asia-Pacific Response
System at their Summit in Mexico this October.

David L. Goldwyn, President of Goldwyn International Strategies, LLC, an international consulting firm, is an
International Policy Scholar at the EastWest Institute. He was a U.S. Assistant Secretary of Energy for International
Affairs under President Clinton.
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respond to an interruption. The IEA should
create an associate membership or

“living

room” for IEA membership, much like the
Partnership for Peace has done for NATO, to
provide policy expertise, training, and a
cooperation framework for consuming nations.
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A Global Strategic Petroleum Reserve.
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•
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•
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as partners in energy security, and give real
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With forceful leadership in the United States,
Structuring a New Reserve
Ideally, the consuming nations of the AsiaPacific region would each create reserves of

Europe, and Russia, a Global Strategic
Petroleum Reserve could be created this year.
•

The U.S. and Russia will meet this October

their own, adopt IEA-style polices on the use

in Houston to collaborate on energy

of reserves, and soon have them in place. This,

security. Both should endorse a GSPR as a

however, is unlikely to happen. The costs of

priority objective. G-8 Energy Ministers,
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including Russia’s, who met in Detroit this
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purchase of the necessary crude oil. They
should also task the IEA with creating an
IEA Energy Security Partnership that
welcomes Russia, China, India, and other
consuming countries to coordinate on data
sharing

and

emergency

management

planning.
•

APEC leaders meet in Mexico this
October. They should continue an effort to
look at strategic stocks begun at the APEC
Energy Ministers’ meeting in May 2000 by
endorsing the creation of an Emergency
Response System and a GSPR. They should
also pledge their ministries to cooperate in
the development of these initiatives and
commit

themselves

to

have

both

operational in 2003.
For a relatively modest investment, the U.S.,
EU, and Russia can together build a global
reserve for petroleum. In doing so, we will
greatly improve our ability to manage a major
supply interruption. We will provide economic
security for the Asia-Pacific region. We will
create a serious counterweight to OPEC’s
market power. We will enhance the relevance
and power of the International Energy Agency.
And, the EU, U.S., and Russia can solidify and
strengthen their relationship and take an
important step toward pursuing common
strategic interests with China.
The time is ripe for this new alliance for energy
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